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Summary                                                                                                                                                       Summary                                                                                                                                                       Summary                                                                                                                                                       Summary                                                                                                                                                       
I have always had a passion for making games. It all started when I got my hands on the level editor for the 
game“Interstate 76”(which led into Unreal Tournament and so on...). From that moment on I have dedicated 
myself to making great art and learning the tech for games.
I have a strong art background with a degree in Game Art and Design, as well as a passion for programming. 
I love to get“under the hood”of the tech I'm working with, to not only understand it completely, but find 
ways in which I can make things better, smoother, cleaner for the team. I love working in a team and finding 
solutions to difficult art problems.

Skills                                                                                                                                                               Skills                                                                                                                                                               Skills                                                                                                                                                               Skills                                                                                                                                                               
- Creating high-quality 3D art for games and staying within tight budgets
- Programming in C#, Maxscript, learning any new language that comes my way.
- Developing art pipelines and budgets
- Creating real-time shaders for games
Software:Software:Software:Software: 3ds Max, Photoshop, Visual Studio, MonoDevelop, Zbrush, Mudbox, nDo, Crazybump
Engines: Engines: Engines: Engines: UDK, Unity3D, Infernal, C4, Source, Torque
Languages: Languages: Languages: Languages: C#, Maxscript, Javascript, ShaderLab

Experience                                                                                                                                                   Experience                                                                                                                                                   Experience                                                                                                                                                   Experience                                                                                                                                                   
Stomp Games, Tencent BostonStomp Games, Tencent BostonStomp Games, Tencent BostonStomp Games, Tencent Boston Environment ArtistEnvironment ArtistEnvironment ArtistEnvironment Artist
February 2011 – November 2012 (1 year 10 months)
 - Created high end 3d assets for Unannounced MMO project.
 - Working within restrictions of a browser/facebook based game and still creating "next-gen" asset under very 
tight budgets.
-  Part of the Tech Art team, teaching people on all aspects of Unity3d. Work with other Tech Artists to determine 
best optimization practices and implement them.
-  Gate Keeper for FX Art budgets, keeping the FX team within set guidelines.
- Tools programming in C#. Many of my tools are used company wide. Created a UI Tool that  drastically 
increased work flow speed for all things UI. Multiple tools for level building and design which have sped up the 
process of level creation and population of levels tenfold.
- Wrote/Modified Gameplay scripts in C# when programmers were too backed up to get to it. 
Shipped Title: Shipped Title: Shipped Title: Shipped Title: Robot Rising (http://www.robot-rising.com)

High Voltage SoftwareHigh Voltage SoftwareHigh Voltage SoftwareHigh Voltage Software Environment ArtistEnvironment ArtistEnvironment ArtistEnvironment Artist
April 2009 – September 2010 (1 year 6 months)
 - Created high quality environment art for multiple console systems(Xbox 360, PS3, PS2, PSP, Wii) 
-  Worked on The Grinder in Infernal Engine creating Environment art and multiple shaders. 
-  Wrote many walk through tutorials and wiki pages on using the Infernal engine (Setting up Physics, Collision, 
Visual Shader Editor, Infernal Interface Tips). 
 Shipped Title:  Shipped Title:  Shipped Title:  Shipped Title: Astro Boy the Video Game

UPSUPSUPSUPS Part-Time SupervisorPart-Time SupervisorPart-Time SupervisorPart-Time Supervisor
September 2004 – April 2008 (3 years 8 months)
 - I was a swing supervisor, I supervised around 5-50 people at any one time, in a very fast paced and sometimes 
dangerous environment at O'Hare International Airport.

Education                                                                                                                                                      Education                                                                                                                                                      Education                                                                                                                                                      Education                                                                                                                                                      
Westwood College of TechnologyWestwood College of TechnologyWestwood College of TechnologyWestwood College of Technology
Bachelor of Applied Science (B.A.Sc.) Game Art and Design
2005 – 2008
 - Excelled beyond expectations of the school, I am quite regularly asked to come back and mentor or talk to 
current students about my success and what I did to achieve it.

Hobbies                                                                                                                                                        Hobbies                                                                                                                                                        Hobbies                                                                                                                                                        Hobbies                                                                                                                                                        
 - Developing Indie Games (my passion for games extends well into my free time) I am always working on 
projects outside of work to further develop my skills as a programmer, artist, and all around developer.


